
ONE YEAR, YET  !

There is now one year, since July 2008, several persons of the valley of Ossau in
Béarn – France -, proposed the création of a Comitee of Support to Elodie
LAMBINET, my daughter, with the goal to make kwnown to everybody, the familial,
scholar and sentimental situation which she is and the no-existent context of links
between daughter and father and conversely ( see: petition on the actual website ).

Then was proposed at the quite same moment in July 2008, the creation of a petition
for Elodie LAMBINET, which has today 10.000 approbations of persons, obtained
on the field-work, in other words “ face to face “ with the persons interested in the
Elodie story, and in order that the persons accepted to sign on spontaneously the
petition, it had to meet of that petition approximately 50.000 persons! .

After a “ petition on web “ is created by mean of the link following in January 2009:

http://www.mapetition.ch/forum-petitions/read.php?id=2590

and we received differents reactions until today.

At the beginning of July 2009, bill-stcks are printed and stiked in differents sites in
France, on public advertisements hoardings: they seems “to disturb”...? For who?
Why ? Or for which reasons ?

Here is an examplar of this bill, in the menu “ poster “ .

The obvious numerous problems of coordination since many years, the
incompetences of someones and unwillingness of others which don’t recognise their
errors... do that situation drag on... and making grave damages!

So the time goes, and early or later the faults will have to be blamed,... may be in the
velvet, may be in the hardly, but “rectified”!

The hope to let “the time going freely” and leting the situation rotten bodes no good
and always the memory will survive whatever context...

Thanks for your attention,

Marc LAMBINET,
Father of Elodie

August 07, 2009


